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Alen 68

STYLISH ALEN 55 AND ALEN 68
MAKE THEIR DEBUTS
ALEN YACHTS’ PRACTICAL AND SLEEK Alen 55 was showcased
at the Monaco Yacht Show in September. Her centre console, walkaround deck and deep bulwarks create a safe environment for guests to
enjoy the outdoors.
The yacht boasts the latest navigation equipment and the interior
can be customised for each owner. Teak flooring, leather wall panels
and lacquered surfaces produce a warm, natural ambiance. She can
comfortably welcome up to eight guests.
Alen Yachts also introduced the Alen 68 recently. The company
joined forces with architects Foster + Partners to create a fast-yet-elegant
yacht with plenty of room for socialising. The flexible design allows
up to three cabins. Guests are able to enjoy abundant deck space and
panoramic views. The contours of the hull are exposed to reveal the
smooth lines of the yacht.
www.alenyacht.com
www.fosterandpartners.com
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Alen 55
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THE DEEPFLIGHT DRAGON – A COMPACT,
LIGHTWEIGHT PERSONAL SUB
THE DEEPFLIGHT DRAGON is so intuitive and easy to use that
clients are able to self-pilot the craft with minimal instruction.
DeepFlight has already integrated its submarines into sailing and
motoryacht operations and is the first personal submarine manufacturer
to sell its craft for resort and tourism operations.
The all-electric (zero emissions) DeepFlight Dragon was designed for
easy use from yacht or shore to explore the twilight zone down to 400
feet (120m). At 3,968 pounds (1,800 kg) and under 5ft (1.5m) in height,
the Dragon readily fits into existing yacht garages or deck areas. Like
all DeepFlight personal submarines, the Dragon is positively buoyant,
meaning the craft automatically floats to the surface. The Dragon is
the first DeepFlight craft to use vertical thrust, thus enabling a hover
capability.
“We have made a giant leap forward in introducing our newest
submarine, the DeepFlight Dragon,” says Adam Wright, President of
DeepFlight. “We now offer the lowest weight and lowest profile personal
submersible available, and the only such craft that offers both hover and
flight capabilities and comes equipped with a built-in Dive Manager.
We believe the Dragon will open the market for subsea recreation at a
large scale and anticipate that you will soon be seeing DeepFlight craft at
more resort and marina locations around the world.”
DeepFlight has over 45 years’ experience innovating the most
advanced underwater craft, including its flagship – the DeepFlight Super
Falcon, which pioneered underwater flight.
“While humans have long dreamed of flying machines, we have
actually realised this dream by building craft that fly underwater,” says
Graham Hawkes, DeepFlight’s Founder and Chief Executive Officer.
“Over the last 20 years we have tested and proven five generations of
personal submarines, with each generation breaking through to new and
powerful capabilities. With the DeepFlight Dragon, we wanted people to
fully enjoy the experience of flying a submarine on their own. After all,
no one buys a sports car and then gives the keys to a chauffeur.”
www.deepflight.com
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BENETTI INTRODUCES THE VELOCE 140’
IN FORT LAUDERDALE
THE BENETTI VELOCE 140’ made her debut at the Fort Lauderdale
International Boat Show (Oct 30-Nov 3). The most distinguishing
feature of the Veloce 140’ is the Displacement to Planing (D2P) hull
designed by Pierluigi Ausonio Naval Architecture Studio and the
Azimut | Benetti Research and Development Centre. The most obvious
advantages are the energy-saving, 12-knot cruising speed and the ability
to travel at more than 20 knots in total comfort.
Stefano Righini developed the exterior styling and concept, while the
interior design is the work of the British company Redman Whiteley
Dixon in collaboration with the owner’s designer.
The Veloce 140’ boasts the largest engines ever mounted at the
Viareggio Benetti shipyard – two MTU 12V 4000 M93L 3500hp engines.
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She is also equipped with CMC Marine electrical fin stabilisers.
The sun deck covers more than 77sqm and is dominated by a central
pool. At the bow of the upper deck there is the yacht’s second, deeper
pool. The bridge has a large gym spanning the entire hull width. One
of its main features is a side terrace with stunning views of the sea.
Further astern, there is a dining area for 12 and a living area that extends
outdoors.
The lower deck leads to the sleeping area, which consists of five
cabins. This deck also features a beach club area. The garage can
accommodate two tenders.
www.benettiyachts.it
www.rwd.co.uk

